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Rousseau argued forcefully for the superiority of a life lived in accordance with
"the simplest impulses of nature," but his complex (some would say contradic
tory) understanding of the relationship between humans and "nature" is rarely
cited as a source of inspiration by those seeking to reform the human relation
ship with the natural world. We argue that the complexities of Rousseau's
political thought illuminate important connections between his works and the
programs put forth by deep ecology. In Part One, we explore the theoretical
connections between Rousseau's account of the human fall from nature and
major works of radical environmentalism. In Part Two, we offer suggestions
for a reconsideration of Rousseau's work thatmay illuminate the paradoxical
political requirements of deep ecology's recommendations for amore ecologi
cal human life.We hope to illustrate how a careful reading of Rousseau's work
may serve as the basis for fruitful questioning of environmentalist thought.
Keywords:

Rousseau; deep ecology;
identification
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as amodern ideology, Stephen Bronner
his account of environmentalism
argues thatRousseau represents an important turn in the status of nature in
modern political philosophy because he "tried to reverse the trend" evident in
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and Locke, all of whom treated nature as
to its constituent parts," a mere physical re
at will for human use. However, Bronner claims

Hobbes,

inert, and reducible

source to be manipulated
thatRousseau

"never developed a genuine philosophy of nature: the 'natural'
as the critical point of reference for confronting an amoral
notion of 'progress' and a profoundly decadent form of 'civilization."" We
think that Bronner's dismissal of Rousseau is premature and thatRousseau's
works contain a comprehensive
reconsideration of the fundamental charac
served merely

ter of the human animal, the causes of historical changes in human behavior,
and a credible account of the process by which these changes altered hu
mans' relationship to the natural world. Rousseau shows how these changes
have been harmful;
mentally

that is, how man's estrangement from nature is funda
linked to his estrangement from his own natural (i.e., physical) self

as well as from other (human and nonhuman) beings. Furthermore, we argue
that Rousseau's
account of humans' estrangement from nature provides a
crucial vantage on radical environmentalist
thought. Rousseau's view of the
cause and contours of the human "fall" from nature is one that is generally
shared by radical environmentalists,
particularly deep ecologists; under
standing this connection can illuminate our understanding of contemporary

radicalenvironmentalism.
We have chosen

to focus on deep ecology because its proponents distin
guish themselves from other environmentalists by claiming to be concerned
with the root causes of humans' environmentally unsustainable ways of life.
Their works explore the fundamental tensions between the individual and the
whole, and thus they ask questions that have always been central in the his
tory of political thought and Rousseau's
thought in particular.2 "Deep ecol
ogy," which is sometimes characterized as "transpersonal ecology" and
which is situated within the broader category of "ecocentric thought," refers
to both a diverse grassroots movement and a group of thinkers whose views
inform this movement's
approach to explaining the philosophical and spiri
tual roots of environmental problems.3 Arne Naess, aNorwegian philosopher
and mountaineer,
coined the term "deep ecology" in the early 1970s to
underscore what he saw as the superficiality of themainstream, or "shallow,"
environmental movement,
which occupies
itself with technological
and
managerial solutions to the problems of "pollution and resource depletion."4
to deep ecologists,
According
this approach is misguided
because it im
plicitly accepts

the Cartesian, instrumentalist view of the natural world that
has led to the current environmental crisis. The primary tenet of Naess and
Session's "Deep Ecology platform" is that all forms of life have intrinsic
value and an "equal right to live and blossom."5 For deep ecologists, environ
mental degradation is as much a symptom of a profound crisis of human spirit
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and culture as a concern

in itself. The alienation of humanity

from nature is

the "deepest" concern of deep ecologists.
Although

between Rousseau

the connection

unacknowledged,

Gary Snyder, a poet, essayist,

and deep ecology

is largely

and one of the deep ecology

major figures, has proclaimed, "One of the most remarkable
inWestern thought was Rousseau's Noble Savage: the idea that
perhaps civilization has something to learn from the primitive."6 In light of
comments like this one and important similarities that we will elucidate

movement's
intuitions

the
between Rousseau's works and those of contemporary environmentalist
is not recognized more widely or
orists, one might wonder why Rousseau
discussed more prominently
never seem to go beyond

have not explored Rousseau's
tique, deep ecology's

by environmentalist

thinkers.7 Deep ecologists

the myth of the noble savage, and commentators
insights in their efforts to explain, or even cri

troubling paradoxes,

particularly what has been char

to anthropomorphize
"nature."8
But perhaps this is not so surprising. Arthur Melzer begins his work on
Rousseau, "I am not aRousseauian, nor do I know anyone who is," and it has
acterized

as a tendency

work, like his life itself, appears to be con
The
fused and self-contradictory.9
ambiguity of both Rousseau's philosophy
of nature in the Second Discourse
(hereafter cited in text as SD) and the
in
apparent contradictions between it and his political recommendations
other works do not translate easily into practical politics. The complex and
paradoxical character of Rousseau's corpus may lead thinkers with program

been widely

noted thatRousseau's

matic agendas to shy away from summoning Rousseau's arguments and lan
guage or even recognizing an affiliation with him.10 This reticence may be
claim that Rousseau's
compounded by the fact that some commentators
for
least
one of themost ruth
at
political writings helped lay the groundwork
less dictatorships of modernity. Put simply, adopting Rousseau as one of
your own can put you in bad company.
like many works by ecological philoso
Rousseau's Second Discourse,
the "natural state" of human beings so eloquently that it
phers, eulogizes
might be tempting to conclude that he is encouraging us to pursue a return to
that many first-time readers
that state. This is, in fact, the defining message
take from the text. Voltaire himself is perhaps themost famous among them;
he wrote to Rousseau, "Never has so much wit been used in an attempt to
make us animals. The desire to walk on all fours seizes one when one reads
simultaneously
your work."'" Yet as many readers have noted, Rousseau
praises in theory and rejects in practice the possibility of a great return to
nature by human beings. His most emphatic statement on the irreversibility

Lane, Clark

of our evolution
with

is found in the oft-quoted

the sarcastic question,

passage
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from note i that begins

"What! Must we destroy

societies,

annihilate

thine and mine,

and go back to live in forests with bears?" Rousseau insists
that, "for men like me, whose passions have forever destroyed their original
simplicity," there is no simple return to nature (SD, 201-202).12 In his Dia
logues, Rousseau puts itmore concisely: "Human nature does not go back
wards, and one can never return to the times of innocence and equality when
one has left them; that is one of the principles

on which

[I have] insisted the

most.""3 His rejection of a substantive return to the natural origins of human
life culminates in his celebration of the restrictive constitution of the Social
Contract. The highly cultivated

(as well as coercive) character of Rousseau's

for righting man with himself and nature, which become
clear in the Emile as well as the Social Contract, surely offend the tastes, if
recommendations

not the political

and intellectual commitments,

of many

environmentalists.

We argue that it is precisely the puzzling connection between Rousseau's
analysis of the "fall of man" and his prescriptive writings that contemporary
environmentalists
ing to profoundly

ought to consider. In short, we suggest that anyone seek
reform human interaction with the natural world must con

praises the natural state, and yet is ultimately committed
to recovering human happiness and environmental
sustainability through
means that are, by his own account, distinctly unnatural. A careful study of
sider why Rousseau

Rousseau

affirms the importance of reconciling man with himself

to restore, or rather to forge on new
ture. Thus, in Part One, we explore
accounts of the causes and character
presented in the Second Discourse,

in order

terms, man's prelapsarian unity in na
the important connections between the
of humanity's fall from nature as it is
and the writings of radical environ

mentalists, especially those associated with deep ecology. In Part Two, we
reconsider deep ecology in light of the paradoxical relationship between
Rousseau's
diagnosis of humanity's "illness" and his "prescriptive" writ
ings. We discuss a series of connections between deep ecology's idea of self
realization and Rousseau's
amour-propre,
disparate plans to manipulate
that facilitated humanity's fall from nature, to show why
insists on creating artificial models that imitate the
paradoxically
natural wholeness we have lost. Deep ecology, we argue, must be understood
as relying on just such an approach even as it invokes the notion that we go
"back to the Pleistocene." 14By reading deep ecology through Rousseau, we
the very passion

Rousseau

can better understand why its call for "an ecological approach to being in the
world"15 represents a formal rather than substantive imitation of a life lived in
accordance with the "simplest impulses of nature."
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Part One:
Philosophy

Rousseau's

of Nature

inThe Second Discourse
We begin with
"philosophy

the classic

statement of what we have called Rousseau's

of nature" in his Second Discourse.16 While

Rousseau

was not

the first to develop a pastoral myth about the earliest times, in the Second Dis
course he provides

an unprecedented

that humans enjoyed
a life more

philosophical

theirmost peaceful,

basis for the contention

healthy, and contented existence

in

in the natural world. As Roger Masters has
argued, Rousseau redefined "the natural" as "the original." 17 Thus, in this
work, Rousseau claims to discover the "natural" character of human beings
by looking to the origins of the species "at the beginning" in "the pure state of
firmly embedded

nature" (in the First Part) and then offers possible explanations of how "two
facts given as real"-our
original, natural existence and our contemporary
to be connected by a series of intermediate facts
unsustainable vanity-"are
which

are unknown

or considered

The Second Discourse

as such" (in the Second Part) (SD, 141).

is Rousseau's

account of how humans

changed

from a peaceful nomadic species of generally equal individuals firmly em
bedded in the natural world into the "tyrant of himself and nature." As such, it
stands at the head of the long line of "decline narratives," which are a staple
of contemporary environmentalist
thought."8 These narratives describe hu
manity's distant past as a state of ecological harmony and discuss the path
by which we have fallen to our present state of degradation. Works fitting
this general description are found in nearly every stream of environmental
the social ecology of Murray
thought including ecofeminism, eco-Marxism,
account of humanity's "cumula
Bookchin, and deep ecology.'9 Rousseau's
the ways of nature tomen,

absolving nature (as
roots
medieval theologians had absolved God) of the
of evil in the world.20 It
reaffirms that "nature is good," and contains the roots of narrative accounts of
the tension between nature's goodness and human disorder that inform deep
tive degeneration"

ecology

justifies

and other streams of environmentalist

thought.

Rousseau

anticipates modem evolutionary science, as well as the consid
literature that repudiates the basic assumptions of
erable environmentalist
anthropocentrism. Humanity's claim to ontological superiority over the ani
mals and dominion over the natural world requires first of all a cosmology
where humanity and nature are fundamentally distinct. The reconciliation of
man and nature may be the crucial conceptual step for all radical environ
mentalisms:
"Any attempt to correct or reverse the modern degradation of
the human and the nat
nature must involve amove away from dichotomizing

Lane, Clark
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tuted by, their interaction with nonhuman nature."21
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Rousseau may be the first thinker in theWestern tradition to provide a sys
tematic critique of human exceptionalism. He undermines the "dichotomy"
between man and nature by portraying "natural man" as very much like all
the other animals. While
exercise

Rousseau's

the power of will,

contingent.22 Rousseau

natural man has the innate capacity to
of this capacity is entirely

the actual expression

even leaves open the possibility

that other animals

may possess a similar latent capacity, even if it has not yet been manifested.23
In rejecting all claims to the fundamental superiority of human beings,
Rousseau argues that humans and other sentient animals are equally worthy
relies on undermining con
cepts of humanity as an essentially special species to define one of its central
and flourishing of human and nonhu
platform principles: "the well-being
of moral consideration.24 Similarly, deep ecology

man life on earth have value in themselves
world

.. . independent of the nonhuman

for human purposes."25

Rousseau
clination
Rousseau's

reasons that humans

nor capacity

to oppress

"natural man," while

in the state of nature had neither the in
others

in the true sense of the word.

seeking only to secure his own survival,

acts in a way that is generally consistent with the continued well-being
of
both the natural systems and the other human beings around him. He is sub
ject to no law other than his inclinations and yet poses atmost a very limited
threat to human or nonhuman others. Thus, Rousseau dismisses the old defi
nitions of "natural law," insisting that any "law" or system of right that is
operable in the "state of nature" must be understood by beings in the state of
nature with only the equipment that they would have in that state.
The key to this system is his insistence that pitie is a natural sentiment in
and that this "first and simplest operation of the human soul ...
inspires in us a natural repugnance to see any sensitive being perish or suffer"
(SD, 95-96).26 Naturalpitie, he argues, is "so natural that even animals some
times show noticeable signs of it" (SD, 130). Based on his understanding of

humans,

this passion, Rousseau claims that "[natural man] will never harm another
man or even another sensitive being, except in the legitimate case where, his
preservation being concerned, he is obliged to give himself preference." He
then expands on this claim, arguing that
[A]s they [sensitive beings] share something of our nature through the sensitiv
itywith which they are endowed, one will judge that they too ought to partici
pate in natural right, and thatman is subject to some sort of duties toward them.
It seems, in effect, that if I am obliged to do no harm tomy fellow man, it is less
because he is a reasonable being thanbecause he is a sensitive being: a quality
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that,being common tobeast andman, ought at least to give the one the right not
to be uselessly mistreated by another. (SD, 96)
Aristotle

Whereas
only

had identified natural right as a "rule of reason," accessible

to rational creatures

(men and gods)

and Hobbes

and Locke

had

reserved "natural rights" to human individuals, Rousseau offers a new princi
ple: "Do what is good for you with the least possible harm to others "(SD,
133, italics in original). In the state of nature, this principle compels all sensi
tive creatures to act as if they placed value upon others even though neither
humans nor the other animals in the state of nature are conscious of the value
that they respect. Only human beings, and only after the human soul has been
fundamentally remade by "successive developments," are capable of failing
to obey this natural compulsion.27
The combination of this "natural reluctance" to see, let alone cause, other
beings

to suffer and extremely limited desires makes Rousseau's
"natural"
less environmentally destructive than the one we find in the

human race much

age. With amuch smaller human population, moreover, the earth was
plentiful enough for those who did inhabit it tomeet their limited needs with
ease, and without being compelled to struggle against each other or the natu

modern

ral environment

around them (SD, 116).28

The birth of the domination of nature and other human beings was simulta
neous: [A]s soon as one man needed the help of another, as soon as one man
realized that itwas useful for a single individual to have provisions for two,
equality disappeared, property came into existence, labor became necessary.
Vast forests were transformed into smiling fields which had to be watered with
men's sweat, and inwhich slavery andmisery were soon seen to germinate and
grow with the crops. (SD,151-152)
The expansion of the scope of human desire that this transformation effected
and human
ultimately led to the new technologies, growing populations,
conflicts that have inflicted untold burdens on the natural world. In short,
argues that human beings have developed desires that theworld
and as we might state it today, the planet's resources-can
never entirely
fulfill. The "consumption dilemma" pondered by environmentalists-that

Rousseau

our desires are infinite while the planet's resources are finite-may
in fact
historical
in the Second
receive its most comprehensive
explanation

Discourse.
A more

fundamental parallel with deep ecology, though, is Rousseau's
that no increase in our domination or production can make us
happy. In fact, he even portrays the two as inversely related. Both Rousseau
and proponents of deep ecology argue that human beings are estranged from
contention

Lane, Clark
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ecology has contributed more than its
literature that indicts the current economic model

for it.29Deep

nature, and unhappy

share to the fast-growing
not merely

/ The Solitary Walker

on the basis of the intensive resource use it entails, but on its fail

ure to engender human happiness.30 As Arne Naess often repeated, "people
will necessarily come to the conclusion that it is not lack of energy consump
tion that makes them unhappy."'" Indeed, the "voluntary simplicity" move
ment,

recognition
a deep ecological solution, follows from a Rousseauian
human wants are the source of both our environmental and

that exacerbated

existentialproblems.
that Rousseau
adherence to the natural necessities
human
domination
of self,
law"
collapsed (and
characterizes as "natural
that human beings gained self
other, and nature began) at the moment
The

spontaneous

consciousness.

This

ogy, the awakening

turning point of Rousseau's

anthropol

philosophical

of the "sentiments of preference," marks

the accidental

and contingent birth of the passion that dominates modern human beings,
is related to but distinct from the simple love
amour-propre. Amour-propre
of one's own immediate living (amour de soi) that was present inman in the
is at
"pure state of nature" and is present in all other animals.32 Amour-propre
the root of the civilized man's love of his own well-being, broadly defined as
what is good for himself, his reputation, and those persons and objects that he
would place in the category of "his own."33 This restless and malleable pas
sion underlies Rousseau's

account of humanity's

transformation

from a soli

"He who willed that
tary being to a social one, and all of its consequences.
man be sociable touched his finger to the axis of the universe. With this slight
I see the face of earth change and the vocation of mankind
movement

decided."34
distinction between
ecologists never directly refer to Rousseau's
do
akin to the the
and
amour
de
but
accept
something
soi,
they
amour-propre
oretical history that he constructs from the triggering mechanism of the birth
of amour-propre.35 Amour-propre can explain how a creature who was origi
embedded in physi
nally and naturally a "physical being unproblematically
Deep

cal nature" could make

the astonishing

transition into "the tyrant of him

self and nature" (SD, 115).36Rousseau's account fills a troubling theoretical
sustainable
gap in the causal chain of events thatmust connect ecologically
"primal peoples" to their modern descendents.37 Whereas man in the state
of nature was

"scarcely profiting from the gifts nature offered him, far
from dreaming of extracting anything from her" (SD, 143-144), with amour
propre awakened, human beings are increasingly interested in appropriating
of metallurgy
and agriculture,
the natural world. With the developments
to
humans effected a series of changes that undermined our connection
nature, but Rousseau insists that this transformation was guided by neither
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need nor a conscious plan for human well-being
so much as by
amour-propre's unnatural and insatiable quest for esteem that the self enjoys
in the eyes of others.38
In his famous indictment of that "imposter" who first advanced the notion
of private property (SD, 141-142), Rousseau certainly suggests, like Hegel,
biological

Marx,

critical theorists, and most emancipatory
environmentalist
think
ers, that the political structure is constructed as a bulwark of privilege. Yet

Rousseau

looks "more deeply" by placing its origins before property and
to desire any type of privilege. The expression of
amour-propre causes people to seek to be "elites," more powerful and more

power

in the inclination

admired than their neighbors. The machinations
of these elites ultimately
bring to fruition many of the problems associated with our environmental cri
ses, but we ought not to allow ourselves to be too convinced that one group
among human beings is alone responsible for the fall. Rousseau argues that it
was the transformation of human nature itself thatmade possible the conspir
acy of some elites among us, and thus is the true cause of the degradations
that humanity inflicts on the planet.39 As we will see in the discussion of the
philosophy of ecological
self-realization,
deep ecologists,
like Rousseau,
focus on the rebuilding of a unified human self from the fragmented and con
flicted wreckage

left (and wreaked)

by amour-propre

in their efforts to cure

modernity's pathologies.
Lest we think that the "fatal acquisition" of amour-propre iswholly tragic,
Rousseau celebrates what he calls "the happiest and most durable epoch," as
an era in human development that was both "the best for man" and "the veri
table prime of the world" (SD, 150-15 1).4 The early hunter-gatherers of this
period, living in families and the first villages, were at a type of "golden
mean." The self-consciousness
rendered active by amour-propre provided an
enhanced "sentiment of their own existence" beyond the simple feeling of
satisfaction accorded by a full stomach, but their ability to harm each other or
the environment was severely limited. The distinction between this period
and the industrial ages, then, is primarily one of scale. The ugly side of
itself even in these first societies, as they some
amour-propre manifested
times fought battles with neighboring villages or killed a neighbor over the
love of a potential mate (SD, 149-150).41 Nevertheless,
the damage was small
until agriculture necessitated more complex social units, metallurgy
pro
vided more lethal killing machines, and technology facilitated greater con
trol of the natural world.
As we will show in Part Two, deep ecology's approach to righting man
with nature relies on the positive possibilities of uniquely human passions
and capabilities. Many deep ecologists acknowledge
the clear distinction
between their project and a simple "return to nature." As Devall and Sessions

Lane, Clark
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argue, we "seek not a revival of the Romantic version of primal peoples as
'noble savages,' but a basis for philosophy, religion, cosmology, and conser
vation practices that can be applied to our own society."42 The nature of the
deep ecology project, moreover,
is not simply animated by the practical
impossibility of return. As Arne Naess claims, "The rich reality is getting

even richer throughour specific human endowments."43
Both passages sug
gest that at least some deep ecologists recognize that being "human" in the
developed sense gives us something wonderful
that cannot be enjoyed by
animals, namely

the sentiment of our own existence,

ization thatwe are whole
using

them to develop

reforming

the self-conscious

real

and happy.44 But while praising primal cultures and
norms that are then to be applied to
self-conscious

(not simply destroying)

contemporary

societies,

deep ecology

is

not as explicit

about the fact that this involves accepting the developed
human capacities that activated our misguided quest for control over nature.
In this regard, the philosophy may not be particularly forthright with itself
and its audience. We will

discuss

this possibility

more

thoroughly

in Part

Two.

Part Two:

Rousseau's Insight and
the Paradoxes

of Deep Ecology

Thus far, we have discussed the points of agreement between Rousseau's
account of humanity's estrangement from nature and those offered by en
vironmentalist
thinkers. In doing so, we have paid particular attention to
the root of the crisis that now pervades the human-nature relationship as
Rousseau understands it-the development of amour-propre. In Part Two we
show how amour-propre, the very "villain" in the story of humanity's
estrangement from nature, is central to Rousseau's proposed remedies. We
suggest thatRousseau's prescriptions for dealing with the problems posed by

will

amour-propre can help us clarify some of the paradoxes that may be dis
cerned in both the theory and practical plans of deep ecology.
As we have noted above, Arne Naess's foundational distinction between
the "shallow" and the "deep" environmental movements
relies on the idea
that the "environmental problem" is not contained in the sum of environmen
tal degradation, but is essentially a crisis of the human spirit that must be
addressed at the deepest levels of human identity and behavior.45 In a similar
way, we can say thatRousseau's understanding of the fundamental transfor
mation that amour-propre works on human beings' thought and behavior is
"deep"; any reform that is likely to be effective must be one that addresses the
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destructive

and unsustainable

This sentiment
deep ecology

is echoed

impulses

in Gary Snyder's

that amour-propre
insistence

is to restore the unity within human beings thatmade

for them to live sustainably

for luxury, fame, and public

propre). Therefore,

it possible

the correction

recognition

and insatiable

(all products

of that which makes

of amour

human beings un

also result in the restoration of the environment, or at least the
for a restoration of an "ecologically
harmonious

happy will
necessary

in us.

in the world. Human beings have set themselves

at odds with all of nature in an attempt to satisfy the expansive
desires

awakens

that "the real work" of

preconditions

balance of man

in nature."46

natural goodness requires returning the
like the "natural" prelapsarian unity that was
destroyed by the ravages of amour-propre. As we have noted above, sev
eral recent attempts to reconcile the seemingly
inconsistent elements of
Any

human

restoration of humanity's

soul to something

Rousseau's
principle

complex

thought have focused on this very idea as the organizing

that renders his work

consistent.47 Rousseau

may

conclude

that

is with us forever, but that does not mean that we can never
recover some semblance of our natural goodness and thus save ourselves and

amour-propre

the planet. To explore the parallels between Rousseau's approaches to restor
ing this unity and the plans of deep ecology, we will begin by outlining Rous
seau's own solutions to this problem, three "good lives" that he advances as
restoring humans to something resembling their natural goodness. Each of
Rousseau's models provides a formal imitation of the unity that character
ized natural man, and yet each implicitly concedes that a substantive return to
our original unity is no longer possible. We then explain how deep ecology's
is,
project of "ecological self-realization" relies on a similar approach-that
one inwhich the reconciliation of humanity and nature is effected through a
of the self-regarding passions. We will conclude by arguing
that the careful study of Rousseau helps us to refine our understanding of
how a more sustainable human life may be realized in practice.
reorganization

Rousseau's "Good" Lives
thought thatmodern humans might arrive at a new sort of unity
the self, even if they can never again enjoy the unproblematic unity
that was possible when they had only one very limited, self-regarding pas
sion, amour de soi, and no "sense of themselves in the eyes of others," amour
Rousseau

within

propre. One particularly fruitful way of exploring the connections between
vision of a "post-natural" unity is to consider the relationship
Rousseau's
between "nature" and the four basic variants of the "good life" that recent
commentators have identified in Rousseau's writings: the life of man in, or
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in our analysis of the Second

the life of the citizen (exemplified by the Spartans and the citizen
Discourse),
of The Social Contract), the life of the "natural man in society" (exemplified
and the life of the solitary walker (exemplified by Rousseau him
self, particularly in the narrative self-portrait of the Confessions and the Rev
that
eries).48 A brief explanation of each will illuminate the possibilities
Rousseau envisioned for recreating the unity of the human soul, and help us
by Emile),

the deep ecological project.
that, for Rousseau, the life of "savage man," a
creature that lives sustainably in, or very nearly in, the state of nature is no
longer an option. Rousseau does, however, offer a variant, "a savage made to
inhabit cities."49 In Emile, Rousseau presents the testimony of a tutor named
to both understand

and evaluate

We have already suggested

Jean-Jacques, who recounts how he educated a young man so that his amour
propre would be constructed in such a way as to parallel the dictates of the
amour de soi. Even themost casual reader is immediately struck by the great
amount of artifice that is necessary to contain and restrict Emile's imagina
tion, to shape and control his desires, and to channel and check his amour
tutor notes, "One must use a great deal of art to
prevent social man from being totally artificial."50 Emile's life is one inwhich
his tutor employs this art to channel amour-propre so that this conventional
passion will reliably echo the small, quiet impulsion of nature. All of this is
hidden from Emile's view because he can never sense that he is subservient

propre. As his philosophic

to another lest his amour-propre be offended by his subordination."1
Ultimately, Emile's sense of himself, although artificial in its origins and
its shape, is still importantly consistent with what itwould have been in the
forever lost "pure state of nature." While he is not cruel and does no great
harms, Emile lives for himself and his family more than others. His selfish
ness does not lead him to be destructive or dangerous to others because it is
that is designed by his tutor to
restrained by a certain type of compassion
closely resemble the pitie of natural man and because his desires are few. The
close connection between Emile's amour de soi and his amour propre allows
the latter to reinforce the former; the contradictions and tensions between
and Emile can live peacefully in society while remain
them are minimized,
as he would have been in the state of nature.
Among Rousseau's archetypes of possible good lives, the person who can
most actively and truly see himself as part of a "whole" is the "Spartan citi
zen," the product of a society like that envisioned in The Social Contract. In
ing nearly as whole

citizen sees himself only as part of the whole and iswilling
to give himself for the whole because he believes in his heart of hearts that
without the whole, he is nothing.52 Rousseau argues that such a person is in a
particularly important sense no longer natural.53 Rousseau admits that amour
fact, Rousseau's
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de soi, the natural passion of the human soul, is self-regarding,

and therefore,

each human being in the "pure state of nature" treats his or her physical self
as of primary importance. Teaching human beings to overlook themselves
requires a thorough denaturing thatmust be accomplished
through a highly
regulated education

that teaches children to see themselves

whole.54 Thus, the citizen has few discernible
has only the amour-propre

only as part of the

vestiges of his amour de soi; he

that the state's civic education

instills in him and

in terms of what others think of his citizenship.55 The
is therefore willing to die for the city without regret or fear.

only "sees" himself
good citizen

This "artificial person" is a formal imitation of the natural unity of "natu
ralman" in that the Spartan is never conflicted
passions of different

unity of a being that is entirely motivated
doxically

enough,

neled conception

or confused by the contending

types of "love of self' or different sources of duty.56The
by amour de soi ismimicked,

para

by a being who has only one clearly defined and chan
of amour-propre and little remaining sense of amour de soi.

This replacement of the latter with the former allows the citizen to avoid all
the conflicts between inclination and duty that make virtue difficult and
unpleasant to practice inmost states. The citizen has become wholly virtuous
at the price of ceasing to be at all natural.57 This citizen, however, has definite
limits to his expanded sense of self. His sense of duty is rigorously limited to
the citizens of his own polity. He will always treat outsiders as though they
were utterly alien because the impulse of "natural pitie" that operates in
Rousseau's
"natural man," making him adverse to seeing "any sensitive
being perish or suffer," is inactive. Such citizens will not weep for their ene
mies, because the lives of foreigners are nothing to them.
is that of the "solitary
The last "good life" that Rousseau
discusses
as
Rousseau
himself
toward
the end of his life and
walker,"
exemplified by
elaborated most clearly in Rousseau's
autobiographical writings. The soli
tary walker may be said to have developed his amour-propre to a stage in
which this passion transcends attachment to particular persons and objects.
Through his direct and open experience of the natural world, the solitary
aspires to the sense of "an outright union, with either nature or exis
tence" thatArne Naess and others have since celebrated as a "mature" sense

walker

of self.58 The solitary walker's sense of the world is characterized by a para
doxical dynamic between intuition and profound thought, a peculiar blend of
the "high and low."59 In the Reveries of the Solitary Walker and the Confes
sions, we see Rousseau himself struggling to reach this remarkable position.
These works contain Rousseau's most beautiful nature writing and consider
able evidence that he ought to be considered among the founders of that
genre. Rousseau appears to offer an intuitive approach to knowing philo
sophical truths about the nature of man in the world that now figures very
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in the writings

to the discovery

of man's
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of many deep ecologists as the most direct route
in the world. Like subsequent and

proper place

more well-known

works such as Thoreau's Walden, Abbey's Desert Soli
the Reveries features a
taire, and Aldo Leopold's Sand County Almanac,
sojourner whose felt experience of nature confirms the ecological concep
tion of theworld and thus produces an integrated vision of the human-nature
*

.*

relationship.

60

The experience

of knowing nature through such intuition is best exempli
passages from the Reveries of the Solitary Walker

fied in several astonishing
inwhich Rousseau

gives himself over to the rhythms of nature and allows his

very being to settle into these motions.61
The more sensitive the soul of the observer, the greater the ecstasy aroused in
him by this harmony. At such times his senses are possessed by a deep and
delightful reverie, and in a blissful self-abandonment he loses himself in the
immensity of this beautiful order, with which he feels himself at one. All indi
vidual objects escape him; he sees and feels nothing but the unity of things.His
ideas have to be restricted and his imagination limited by some particular cir
cumstances for him to observe the separate parts of this universe, which he was
trying to embrace in its entirety.62
Like proponents

of Naess's

"ecosophy T," which postulates the substan
nature
of all living things, Rousseau is resolutely criti
tively interconnected
cal of an atomistic approach to the world.63 He criticizes those who "fail
equally to see the whole because they have no idea of the chains of relations
and combinations, which is so marvelous
that it overwhelms the observer's
mind.""4 Rousseau claims that his study of nature is thatwhich is appropriate
for "anyone ... who only wants to study nature in order to discover ever new
reasons for loving her."65 In some cases, the transport is so palpable that he
exclaims, "Oh Nature! Oh my mother! I am here under your sole protec
tion!"66 Such reflections account for Rousseau's being considered the father
of the Romantic movement.67
It is easy to see that there are points of connection
represented by the solitary walker

between

the "good life"

and the ideals that are expressed

by deep
ecologists, but we can only make sense of them if we recognize that the soli
tarywalker is in one crucial respect like the citizen of the Social Contract and
Emile. None of these archetypes, not even the solitary walker, is a "natural
human being" in the original and purest sense. There are two ways that even
the solitary walker is unnatural. First, the solitary walker has amour-propre,
the passion that separates conventional human beings from "man in the pure
state of nature."68 It is only the sublimation of Rousseau's amour-propre that
enables him to "extend his being" to human and nonhuman others, thusmak
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ing his experience

of the oneness of things possible.69 Second, Rousseau,

at least the literary character that he presents as himself

in the Reveries

or
and

the Confessions,
is a construction and an ideal. Rousseau presents this con
structed ideal of himself in an intricate narrative that constantly demonstrates
the limits that constrain

the realization of this ideal.70 Thus, we are forced to

that the life of the solitary walker

is one that is necessarily limited
to a very few persons who can participate fully in the experiential insight of
the solitary walker only under very peculiar conditions, and only for limited

recognize

periods of time.

Rousseau's

"Good" Lives and the Paradoxes of Deep Ecology

If each of these "good lives" relies on our acquired amour-propre, a pas
sion absent from human beings in the state of nature, we must draw the con
clusion

that nature alone

is not in our present

circumstances

guide to point humans toward a good life. We would
is in agreement with Rousseau
understood

as providing

acquired the problematic

a sufficient

argue that deep ecology

on this very important point: Nature cannot be

normative

guidance

for human beings who have
and live in social environ

passion of amour-propre

ments that relentlessly encourage the dominance of that passion. "[N]ature,
as Rousseau conceives it, is not teleological. It does not comprehend ends.
it does not prescribe any particular way of life for human
Consequently,
beings once they have departed from their original state.""7
"Natural human beings" did not have to be told to live in an ecologically
sustainable fashion. Even if we can now exercise our reason to understand
what natural impulses would have dictated in the "pure state of nature," we
cannot easily follow the path that we have discovered in our species' rear
view mirror. We are saddled with desires that exceed the simple limits that
amour de soi and natural pitie set for us. We now need a normative standard, a
law, by which to govern our lives, and the grounds for this law will not be
simply those prescribed by the pure state of nature. We are, in effect, forced
to legislate one for ourselves. As Robyn Eckersley concedes, "Nonhuman
nature knows no human ethics, it simply is .... Appealing
to the authority of
nature

is no substitute for ethical argument. It can
(known as ecology)
inform, inspire, redirect our ethical and political theorizing, but it cannot jus
tify it. That is the task of ethical and political theory."72Arne Naess may
appear to contradict Eckersley's claim when he says that "people will neces
sarily come to the conclusion that it is not lack of energy consumption that

makes

them unhappy,"73 but we argue that deep ecologists are not simply
relying on a spontaneous recognition of our attachment to nature to guide all
human beings to amore ecological way of being in the world. They are work
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ing tomake
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the kind of

people who spontaneously care about the environment just like that."74
Naess insists that the key to a conscious project of recovering a sort of
unity is a reconfiguration of the human understanding of "self." This is thor
oughly

in keeping with the Rousseauian

Rousseau

paradigm we have outlined because

also thought that any attempt to provide humans with new modes

of and motives

for action must

proceed

from an effort to alter their self

conceptions.75 The reconfiguration of our understanding of self that deep
ecology promotes is one inwhich human beings will come to see themselves
as thoroughly embedded

in the world. Naess

claims that this insight is char

acteristic of all human beings who have developed "allsided maturity" and
thus the capacity to identify "with all living beings."76When human beings
have completely "matured," they will cease to think of themselves as being
discrete

individuals and will

ecological

whole.77 Only

of the world

as parts of an all-encompassing

see themselves

then, humans will

is the conservation

in this conservation without

recognize

that the conservation

of themselves,

and they will participate fully
reservation or sense of painful duty.78The task of

is not a challenge to cultivate the moral integrity to think of
others but rather to conceive of the world so broadly that we see ourselves as
"self-realizing"

a part of everything.79 Like Rousseau's natural man, who was not virtuous per
se but merely innocent, the self-realized
individual leads an ecologically
sound life by force of instinct rather than moral choice. Through ecological
such persons expand their sense of self to include the other
self-realization,
human and nonhuman members' ecological systems in which we live. But
unlike "natural man," we must choose to cultivate this "instinct." We must
recalibrate our intuitions so that they work like an ecological conscience. An
investigation of the means by which deep ecology proposes to develop this
intuition reveals key connections between Rousseau and deep ecology.
to Naess, it is "empathy" that leads us to the level of "identi
According
fication" at which "deep-seated respect, or even veneration, for ways and
forms of life" becomes our infallible guiding principle.80 The primacy of
in human "maturity" suggests that an instinctual desire to avoid
inflicting pain is crucial to the development of the sense of ourselves in the
world that deep ecology hopes to teach (or to lead us to rediscover).8' Con
sider his "paradigm" of "a situation in which identification elicits intense
"empathy"

empathy." He tells the story of his empathizing with the death throes of a flea
that he watched through amicroscope as it died in an acid solution. He identi
fies with the flea's pain and claims that he could see himself in the flea.82This
is the very process through which pitie operates in the human soul according
toRousseau;

it is the process of identifying

the pain of others in yourself.83
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In essence, Naess
"identification,"
to Rousseau,
material

argues that human beings

regain on a conscious

once

followed

consciously

of primal peoples,

that guided human beings

that we, according

The return to nature

unconsciously.

recreation of the conditions

of the impulses

can, through "maturity" of

level the reactions

is not a

but a reconstituting

in the pure state of nature, now

adopted as "ways of being." Whereas

natural man acted as he did

he was entirely within himself (in the bodily sense), we will now
choose to act as though we are entirely outside ourselves. "[I]t is this basic
sort of crude monism thatwe are working out anew, not by trying to be babies
again, but by better understanding our ecological self."84While natural man

because

was wholly

physical, Naess's

physical existence.

Similarly,

"new ecological

man" wholly

transcends his

the restoration of the human individual's

inner

unity is recovered by the solitary walker himself who enters into natural set
tings with the express purpose of overcoming the division between himself,
as man, and nature.85
treats this progress as an inevitable maturing, speaking of it as "the
supremacy of environmental ontology and realism over environmental eth
ics."86But this is not "realism" in the same sense ("the crude monism") that it
is experienced by human beings in the state of nature, who need not think and
Naess

cannot help but follow the dictates of the "maxim of natural goodness" with
choice.87 In a revealing final comment, Naess
out reflection or meaningful
speaks of "the rich reality getting even richer through our specific human
endowments; we are the first beings we know of which have the potentialities
of living in community with all other living being." He expresses his "hope"
that these "potentialities" will be realized.88
(but not his confidence)
We would argue that the "allsided" and "mature" sense of self and the
"specific human endowments" that Naess and the other proponents of deep
ecology seek to promote would be understood by Rousseau as a product of
amour-propre and not as an outgrowth of the naturally occurring passion in
human beings, amour de soi. This can be shown by reconsidering the rela
in Rousseau's
Second Discourse.
tionship between pitie and compassion
argues that human beings are naturally possessed of a certain sense
of pitie that allows us to empathize with creatures that are in pain.89 It is true
that deep ecology extends the sphere of moral relevance to encompass beings
and systems that cannot feel pain in the same sense that a person or even a flea
can. However, they build this extension on empathy, on the insistence that

Rousseau

there are forms of what could be called "pain" involved in the disruption of
any life form or system and that we as human beings can come to associate
that pain with our own type of pain, thus developing and sensing empathy for
their suffering.90
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Although Rousseau famously insists on the naturalness of pitie, a careful
reading shows that a principle of compassion or empathy does not necessar
ily follow from the experience of natural pitie. Speaking of the "identifica
tion" that stimulates "natural pitie," Rousseau claims that "it is evident that
this identification must have been infinitely closer in the state of nature than
in the state of reasoning" and that the human ability to identify with other
creatures is "a sentiment that is obscure and strong in natural man, developed
but weak in civilized man" (SD, 132).91 His language here suggests that two
changes take place in our natural pitie as we become self-conscious beings.
First, it isweakened because it has more competition in the human soul. We
that the pain that we see suffered by, or inflicted upon,
from any harm to ourselves or our interests. Indeed, we
often think that itmight enhance our interests, and we can learn to watch
things that by nature should torture us without shedding a tear. This ability to
avoid feeling pitie frees us from the adherence to our natural sentiments (SD,
convince

others

ourselves

is distinct

133).92
But Rousseau also notes that pitie is "developed" in civilized man while it
is "obscure" in natural man. The "development" of this sentiment is the abil
ity to "cultivate" our sense of pity and use it to form what Rousseau would
call a "sensibility." This development is necessary because "compassion" or
"empathy" and "natural pitie" are not the same things; the former is a trans
formation of the latter. As Rousseau makes clear in his discussion of the ori
natural man, like other animals,
gins of language in the Second Discourse,
knows only particulars. We can have pity for particulars at the very moment
that we see them suffering, but a generalized sense of compassion, not to
mention the intellectual act of using such a sense as the basis for a normative
orientation to theworld, requires both rational thought and the ability to con
ceive of oneself as one being among other selves. Thus, the potentially
enlarged "pitie" that we call "empathy" or "compassion" is a hybrid senti
ment that is achieved by the alchemy of our natural pitie and our acquired
amour-propre. This suggests that the passion by which we can feel connected
in the natural world
and nonhuman

actually reinforces

the distinction

between

the human

self.93

Thus, the shape and extent of our compassion also proves to be quite mal
leable and indeterminate, just as amour-propre ismalleable and indetermi
nate. By contrast, Rousseau conceives of amour de soi as a rather static con
cept. Our "natural" sense of self cannot easily be altered in its fundamental
shape even though its expression can be masked or mutilated by the actions
of amour-propre.94 Only the archetype of the solitary walker appears to be
transforming her/his amour de soi tomake it some
capable of consciously
thing more

than the natural expression

of our animal, physical

self-interest,
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but as we noted above, this transformation of amour de soi from a physical
sentiment to a spiritual one requires that one experience the open-ended and
expansive sense of self associated with amour-propre.95 Rousseau's
sublime
transports require conscious sentiments, intellectual skills, and even scien
tific knowledge that can be gained only by human beings in the state of civil
society.96 Rousseau appears in the Reveries as simultaneously
the person
to and yet furthest from the state of man in the pure state of nature, and
even he is only occasionally able to reach these levels of transport. When it is
time to eat, his hunger calls him back to themore elementary sense of amour
de soi that requires thatwe give our bodies preference.97 He can hardly imag
closest

ine thatmany people could ever reach such a level of transport because they
are "so preoccupied by other ideas that their mind only lends itself surrepti
tiously to the objects that strike their senses."98
A final understanding of the applicability of Rousseau's solitary walker to
modem human beings and ecological transformation in an industrial age cer
tainly requires a farmore careful study than the preliminary thoughts offered
and the deep ecologists might disagree about the
precise character of the solitary walker's accessibility, we can perhaps point
to two crucial points of agreement. First, they both suggest that the broad
here, but while Rousseau

ecological sensibility that Naess characterizes as the "mature sense of self"
requires development and is not entirely accessible at a "primal" level. It is a
stage that one "progresses" toward through less-developed
stages.99 Second,
there is evidence that the deep ecologists also suspect that few can truly rec
ognize the overpowering
sentiment of self at one with
states, "Some of you who never would feel itmeaningful
human self could embrace all living things ... [w]e shall
mind embrace all living beings, and that you realize your

the whole. Naess
or possible that a
then ask that your

good intention to
compassion."l00 In other words, at a crucial juncture in
explaining the all-important concept of identification, Naess offers a direc
tive for those who are incapable of the direct, experiential sense of universal
care and feel with

101

compassion.
Furthermore, if we assume that there is some truth in Rousseau's
psy
chological evaluation of the evolution of mankind, as deep ecology appears
to do, grounding Naess's
"mature self-realization"
in something
like
Rousseau's
amour-propre raises fundamental questions about the character
of the vision of deep ecology, and what such a realization would require. In
short, if the "ecological self' that Naess talks about is a naturally occurring
form of self-perception and self-love, a spontaneous and inevitable way for
humans to see themselves, then there is little place for "art" in the evolution
of a more ecological way of life. If, however, the "ecological self" is an
unnatural or constructed imitation of the (now lost) natural that must be
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taught and learned, then we must think about themeans needed to effect such
in consciousness
and whether those means are acceptable to us as

a change

proportionate

to the ends achieved. The most

on this point.'02
We have noted that according to the model

trenchant critics of deep ecol

ogy have attacked it precisely
Reveries,

that Rousseau

amour de soi can be sublimated only occasionally,

and only with difficulty. On the other hand, amour-propre
As an acquired passion,
circumstances inwhich

offers

in the

only by a few,

is very malleable.

it can take on very different shapes depending

on the

a given individual acquires it.We hold that the self
realization that deep ecology wants to promote is an attempt to shape and
mold the amour-propre of human beings in such a way as to make itmore
with the requirements of human happiness and environmental
sustainability. The primary means for bringing people to this understanding
is education. In some contexts, proponents of deep ecology clearly argue that

consistent

children should be taught in away that stimulates this sense of self as a part of
the whole by impeding the birth of even the slightest hint of atomism that
might

undermine

approvingly

the claim

that all things are interrelated. Sessions

the statement of Aldous

Huxley's

cites

narrator in Island, "Never

give children a chance of imagining that anything exists in isolation. Make it
plain from the very first that all living is relationship."'03 Most ecotopias rely
on education

to cultivate a broad sense of self from early childhood,

insulat

ing children and others from any people who might conceive of "self' differ
ently and enforcing behaviors consistent with that sense of self by social
pressure; that is, by manipulating
amour-propre.104
The Emile is subtitled "On Education," but itmay not provide the ideal
model for the "ecological self" that the deep ecologists propose. As we noted
earlier, Emile does no great harms, but neither does he labor to do great
goods.'05 He lives for himself and his family and only considers others when
they immediately present themselves to him. Emile's sense of amour de soi,
reinforced by his carefully constructed amour-propre, keeps him closely tied
to his person. Therefore, he may not be inclined to think of the world as an
interconnected whole inwhich we are all parts. His sense of self mirrors that
of the "natural man in the pure state of nature," who is still very much tied to
his physical and animal existence, as much as he can be within the require
ments of living, albeit on themargins, in a political society. We might suggest
that aworld of "ecological Emiles" would never have reached our current sit
uation but that our current crises (numerous, acute, and steadily deteriorat
ing) cannot be solved by educating a race of "ecological Emiles," even if the
education of Emile were reproducible on a large scale.106
If we are in search of amore active "ecological citizen of the whole," we
might consider seriously whether some of deep ecology's long-range plans
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a more denaturalized

use of amour-propre.

programs can be understood,

create an ecological

It is possible that deep
at least in some sense, as attempts to

Sparta inwhich amour-propre

press the remaining amour de soi in human beings,

is used to completely
therefore making

sup

it possi

ble for them to be personally whole
immediate physical-biological
might more closely resemble

by being wholly selfless, at least in the
sense. The citizen of such a "green Sparta"

the picture of "complete maturity" of the "eco
logical self' that Naess paints. This "new ecological man" would live not
only for his fellow persons but for all the members of his "mixed commu
nity" as equal parts of "himself' with his bodily "self."'07 Rousseau appears
to suggest that such a reform is possible if a city has a "Great Legislator"
"who dares to undertake

the founding of a people" and "who is capable of
human nature, so to speak." Such legislation can transform "each
individual ... into a part of larger whole from which this individual receives,

changing

in a sense, his life and his being."'08 In such a case, no actions taken for the
good of the whole could be viewed as "self-sacrificing" because if it served
the whole itwould, by definition, serve the self.'09 In fact, many deep ecolo
gists have argued that ecological

consciousness must be so deeply ingrained
that it ceases to require any particular moral choices. "'Self-realization'
is
essentially nonmoral."'l" Among Rousseau's proposed models, only the citi
zen acts decisively for the good of a greater whole without a trace of confu
sion, regret, or self-conflict. Naess's directive to those who do not feel a sense
of universal compassion may remind us of Rousseau's
insistence that the
power of the "Great Legislator" is his ability to convince people to see things
"as they should appear to be.""'.. In this context, we should think about why
Devall and Sessions chose for the subtitle of their most programmatic book
on the "deep ecology perspective" the ambiguous phrase "Living as if nature
mattered" (emphasis added).
We must not forget that Rousseau argues that the citizen is not at all sub
stantively natural."'2 But this irony should not lead us to the conclusion that
the Spartan model cannot be accepted as ameans to a "nature-friendly" end.
The best hope for the happiness of humankind and the integrity of the planet
may in fact lie in a formal, but artificial, reconstitution of our original
unproblematic
relationship to nature. The program of deep ecology, like
Rousseau's
suggestion of the "citizen," may be a paradoxical solution not
unlike that which Rousseau describes in the Geneva Manuscript
text of the
Social Contract: "[T]he primitive state can no longer subsist and the human
race would perish if art did not come to nature's rescue.,',3 We should
not immediately reject such a proposition, however paradoxical
it might
"If
As
Todorov
there
is
a
it
is
in
the
human
suggests,
sound."14
contradiction,
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and describ

ing a contradiction."115
But if this is the case, then there is a special danger in deep ecology's

cri

tique of the dichotomization of man and nature; in light of what we have sug
gested, we must be especially suspicious of any suggestion that we might
erase that distinction altogether. Insofar as deep ecologists appear to insist
that the only alternative to the complete alienation of humanity and nature
lies in absorbing the former "back" into the latter, it rejects the value of "our
specifically human endowments" and obscures the necessarily conventional
character of any human project thatmight address the roots of our environ
crises. If deep ecology is hiding such a conventionalist assumption,

mental

forgetting that assumption
In Rousseau's account,
of amour-propre

risks palpable dangers.
must

the teacher/legislator

to give a person an "expanded

recognize

that the use

sense of self' necessarily

plays upon those passions of the soul that stimulate pride and vanity. As such
their use is always risky. The passions that are aroused may be the source of
all virtuous or "beautiful" (to use theword thatNaess borrows from Kant, the
great student of Rousseau) behavior, but they are also the source of great
evils. While Rousseau offers visions of "good human types" inwhich amour
propre is active, persons corresponding to these types are far outnumbered by
those in which amour-propre is uncontrolled, leading to competition, envi
ronmental degradation,

and the domination

of both human and nonhuman

is governed with difficulty.
others. Amour-propre
of a
Furthermore, we ought to consider thoroughly the consequences
solution that might, quite ironically, have to kill nature in order to save it.
While Rousseau's
thought has seemed too complex and contradictory to
its very com
serve as the basis for programmatic ecological philosophies,
plications may serve to elucidate paradoxes that any such philosophy must
ultimately address. The critics of deep ecology have regularly attacked its
thinkers as contradicting themselves by replacing nature with a new conven
as an ontological fact, and these discussions often lead to
or worse. 16Rousseau himself has also been charged
with authoritarian sympathies. But his account of the "deep" roots of our
troubled relationship with the natural world may explain why addressing our
tion masquerading

charges of eco-fascism

problems demands that we learn to live "as if nature mat
tered." "Natural man" could not live otherwise and did not require any
instruction to follow "the simplest impulses of nature," but if contemporary
human beings are to imitate this simple unity and sustainability, we must
adopt amore subtle and complex approach that takes certain risks. If so, we
environmental

must be conscious

of those risks and the necessities

that lead us to them.

84

Political

Theory

These dangers are only magnified
of providing
Rousseau

in the interest

plan.

presented his own vision of the intractable contradiction

human predicament
promise

if we hide these difficulties

a simpler or more actionable

as well

through a "system" of works

as the limitations

in the

that always reveal both the

and perils of his tentative solutions. The

thatmany readers find therein may reflect their heartfelt desire for
simple and actionable plans that will resolve all our problems, but wishing

confusion

for such a plan does not make such a plan possible. We would
a frank acknowledgement

treatment in a corpus as comprehensive
with

folly or only wistful

of their

and thoughtful as Rousseau's
that would

informed argument, justify arguments

be dangerous

argue that only

and an identification

of these paradoxes

otherwise

may,

appear to

optimism.

Conclusions
In Part One, we outlined some of the key elements of Rousseau's account
of humanity's fall from nature and the conceptual ties that link this account of
the fall tomodem ecological thought, particularly that of the deep ecologists.
In Part Two, we suggested that if Rousseau's
account of the "illness" that
makes humanity's relationship with nature so troubled is congruent with that
of radical environmentalism, we might be able to understand the programs of
deep ecology in light of Rousseau's own hypothetical "cures" for humanity's
illness. Based on this brief consideration of some key problems in deep ecol
ogy, we would suggest that reading radical environmental thought through
reveals that deep ecology follows Rousseau's
that
Rousseau
suggestion
humanity's transformation from a "good," "happy," and integrated partici
pant in the natural whole to "the tyrant of himself and of nature" leads to the
that human beings can only recover their prelap
paradoxical conclusion
sarian unity by constructing

a solution

that concedes

a certain intractable

separation

from nature. Each of Rousseau's proposed "remedies" employs
amour-propre, the very passion that animates the insatiable desires that are
the source of our environmental predations. We have suggested that deep
implicitly accept Rousseau's view that this reliance on something

ecologists

like amour-propre

is necessary. Rousseau's

paradoxical

suggestion

is thatwe

must create artificial models that imitate the natural wholeness
that we have
of
his
solutions
could
be
lost. Rousseau was not hopeful that any
practically
employed on a large scale, but this is not to say that such a solution is not pos
sible. We would submit, however, that any solution would have to take
raised in Rousseau's
adequate account of the complexities
remarkable consideration of these problems.
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